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RPSEA Onshore Technology Workshop: Interactive Workshop Focusing on Emissions from 




Study Goal From CSU
o Measurement campaign coordinated with aircraft mass balance 
measurements:
• Remove “temporal uncertainty” between bottoms-up and top-down 
comparisons
• Representative sample from all sectors
• Spatially and temporally resolved model built from site level 
characterization
o Improved understanding of measurement uncertainty
• Compare measurement techniques normally utilized for site-level 
measurements




Study Design: Facility Measurements in Context
3
4
Partner Operations in the Study Region
Notes:
o Well data from public lists of well locations
o Gathering facilities from air quality permitting data
4
Asset Type SP Operated NP Operated Study Region Total SP Percentage
Active Natural Gas Well 4648 1068 5716 81%
Active Oil Well 0 0 0
Gathering Compression 
Facility 















































Attempted Measurements by 





Gathering 7 23 6
































Making Apples to Apples Comparisons
o Comparisons use “best estimate” of comparable emissions
o “An Experiment” = one set of paired measurements
• One estimate may be in more than one experiment
o Measurements computed independently for each method
o Comparing emissions rate of CH4






















o Complete facility-level comparisons and gathering line 
estimates
o Develop a spatially and temporally resolved model of 
emissions in the study area
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